MPC je za komad (osim ako nije drugačije naznačeno)
CABLE, AMPLIFIERS, ACCESSORIES PRICE LIST - CROATIA - NOVE BOJE ZVUKA

The Name > Halogen Free < - Made in E.U.
High quality Ø 7.3 mm, 75Ω coaxial interconnect cable with a double screen and a solid core. The core and the screen
are made from pure silver coated OFC. The insulation is made of HULLIFLEX® (*) and has a cream colour.
Not available on reels.

0.8m RCA - RCA pair
1.0m RCA - RCA pair
1.2m RCA - RCA pair
1.5m RCA - RCA pair
2.0m RCA - RCA pair

549,00 kn
579,00 kn
599,00 kn
649,00 kn
699,00 kn

The Bay C5 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality Hybrid coaxial cable with L.S.C., coaxial highly shielded and mechanically very strong, 5.2 mm diam. cable.
To be used as interconnect, internal amplifier or mixing console cable. With durable red HULLIFLEX® (*) jacket.

0.8m RCA - RCA pair
1.0m RCA - RCA pair
1.2m RCA - RCA pair
1.5m RCA - RCA pair
2.0m RCA - RCA pair

699,00 kn
719,00 kn
739,00 kn
769,00 kn
849,00 kn

The Wave > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Coaxial interconnect with a solid core of OFC with dense silver coating. This cable is double screened with woven silver
coated OFC strands separated with an additional thin metal foil. With durable green HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. The
characteristic impedance is 75 Ohm.

0.8m RCA - RCA pair
1.0m RCA - RCA pair
1.2m RCA - RCA pair
1.5m RCA - RCA pair
2.0m RCA - RCA pair

1.059,00 kn
1.099,00 kn
1.139,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.339,00 kn

The First® Metal Screen > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The conductor is made of our exclusive Linear Structured Carbon® (LSC), metal shielded with dense braided highquality metal. With durable apricot HULLIFLEX® (*) jacket.
Not available on reels, due to the complex mounting process.

0.8m RCA - RCA pair
1.0m RCA - RCA pair
1.2m RCA - RCA pair
1.5m RCA - RCA pair
2.0m RCA - RCA pair

1.899,00 kn
2.169,00 kn
2.449,00 kn
2.879,00 kn
3.490,00 kn

The MC Silver IT 65G > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
This cable exhibits an extended frequency range up to 65 Gigahertz.
With durable transparent cobalt blue HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available in regular lengths.
Stereo pair deliverable with 4 gold-plated C - 5.5 (RCA) connectors. Packed in a wooden box.

0.8m RCA - RCA pair
1.0m RCA - RCA pair
1.2m RCA - RCA pair
1.5m RCA - RCA pair

6.690,00 kn
7.890,00 kn
8.990,00 kn
10.690,00 kn

The Flexicon B4 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Balanced, 4mm diameter hifi interlink. With white durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Can also be used as balanced mixing
console cable or internal amplifier cable. On top of that, not unimportant these days: mounted with on both sides a matt
gold plated mini-jack or a mini-jack and 2 matt gold-plated RCA connectors.

1.0m matt mini jack - mini jack
1.5m matt mini jack - mini jack
1.0m matt mini jack - 2x matt RCA
1.5m matt mini jack - 2x matt RCA

839,00 kn
879,00 kn
1.090,00 kn
1.149,00 kn

The Tide > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The two inner cores are made of OFC with a dense silver coating. Available on 100-meter reels. Double screened with
braided strands and our Linear Structured Carbon® (L.S.C.) with durable orange HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.
With 4 gold plated C - 7.3 (RCA) connectors or 4 Neutrik silver plated XLR connectors.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
0.8m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.2m RCA or XLR pair
1.5m RCA or XLR pair
2.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m Mini jack (3.5mm) - RCA pair
1.5m Mini jack (3.5mm) - RCA pair
2.0m Mini jack (3.5mm) - RCA pair

149,00 kn
1.049,00 kn
1.090,00 kn
1.149,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.329,00 kn
1.290,00 kn
1.390,00 kn
1.449,00 kn
1449

The D-102 III 3T Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U. - multi award winner!
Excellent multi award winning balanced hybrid (metal and Linear Structured Carbon®) interconnect. With characteristic
yellow-orange durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. This version comes with several strands from our highly acclaimed 3Ttechnology.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
0.8m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.2m RCA or XLR pair
1.5m RCA or XLR pair

179,00 kn
1.249,00 kn
1.290,00 kn
1.349,00 kn
1.390,00 kn

The Integration Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Based on our Fusion Technology, triple screened quadruple core / star quad. With durable gold tone HULLIFLEX®(*)
jacket.
Comes with gold plated C - 8.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
0.8m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.2m RCA or XLR pair
1.5m RCA or XLR pair
2.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m Mini jack (3.5mm) - RCA pair
1.5m Mini jack (3.5mm) - RCA pair
2.0m Mini jack (3.5mm) - RCA pair

390,00 kn
1.490,00 kn
1.649,00 kn
1.790,00 kn
1.990,00 kn
890,00 kn
949,00 kn
1.049,00 kn
1.190,00 kn

Stereo pair The Second® > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Linear Structured Carbon ® (LSC) quadruple screened twin core conductors. With durable light brown HULLIFLEX®(*)
jacket. Produces an amazing good sound quality. Not available on reels due to complex mounting.
Comes with gold plated C - 7.3 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

0.8m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.2m RCA or XLR pair
1.5m RCA or XLR pair
0.8m RCA or XLR single
1.0m RCA or XLR single
1.2m RCA or XLR single
1.5m RCA or XLR single

1.900,00 kn
2.190,00 kn
2.549,00 kn
2.990,00 kn
990,00 kn
1.290,00 kn
1.349,00 kn
1.590,00 kn

The Orchid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
New ideas about the transmission of ultra-low-level signals with a very high resolution were the design parameters of our
2.9 mm diameter thin triaxial interconnect. With Linear Structured Carbon doped insulators and Tunnel Technology we
achieve beside a good protection against environmental effects also a very low microphony.

0.8m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.2m RCA or XLR pair
1.5m RCA or XLR pair
0.8m RCA - RCA single
1.0m RCA - RCA single
1.2m RCA - RCA single
1.5m RCA - RCA single

649,00 kn
790,00 kn
949,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
390,00 kn
490,00 kn
590,00 kn
749,00 kn

The MC Silver IT MK III Balanced > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
The best of all our classic metal technology put together in one of the top interconnects of our program: extremely
spacious and dynamic in its performance, a break through to the future and... cosmetically also a delight because of the
durable transparent deep red HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available in any length.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
0.8m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.2m RCA or XLR pair
1.5m RCA or XLR pair
2.0m RCA or XLR pair

9.949,00 kn
17.390,00 kn
21.390,00 kn
25.390,00 kn
31.390,00 kn
41.390,00 kn

The CNT > Halogen Free < Made in E.U. - Limited Edition
Our latest contribution to the always interesting world of recording and replay is our Carbon Nano Tube based
interconnect: The CNT. Carbon Nano Tube is the most advanced conductor material at the moment available and
exclusively used in our The CNT. We are proud to announce that we are the first company worldwide to have a

0.8m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.2m RCA or XLR pair
1.5m RCA or XLR pair

41.719,00 kn
53.569,00 kn
63.949,00 kn
77.369,00 kn

The Platinum Hybrid Mk II Balanced > Halogen Free < Made in E.U. - LTD
Very limited-edition high quality balanced interconnect with extremely purified platinum(!) signal conductors with
improved platinum coloured HULLIFLEX(*) High Density jacket. With our vast knowledge on metal technology we have
started by calculating the ideal specifications of the conductors and matched the type of metal that possessed these

0.8m RCA or XLR pair
1.0m RCA or XLR pair
1.2m RCA or XLR pair
1.5m RCA or XLR pair

52.690,00 kn
64.990,00 kn
77.690,00 kn
94.290,00 kn

The MINI Sub Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The MINI SUB Hybrid typically has been designed as an active subwoofer cable. It is extremely flexible, and has an
attractive cream coloured jacket that blends easily in any interior, making it very suitable for longer length subwoofer
cable applications and all other interconnections where there is need for a very flexible, price-efficient cable.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
1.0m RCA - RCA single
1.5m RCA - RCA single
2.0m RCA - RCA single
3.0m RCA - RCA single
4.0m RCA - RCA single
5.0m RCA - RCA single
6.0m RCA - RCA single
7.5m RCA - RCA single
10.0m RCA - RCA single

99,00 kn
579,00 kn
639,00 kn
669,00 kn
769,00 kn
859,00 kn
949,00 kn
990,00 kn
1.149,00 kn
1.390,00 kn

The Sub Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Designed to feed active subwoofers in home theatre and professional applications. As a member of our famous Fusion
Series of interconnects, The SUB combines advanced developments in our amorphous Fusion conductor material with
our well proven Linear Structured Carbon® technology to reach superior musical dynamic and resolution sound quality

Price per meter (wooden reel)
1.0m RCA - RCA single
1.5m RCA - RCA single
2.0m RCA - RCA single
3.0m RCA - RCA single
4.0m RCA - RCA single
5.0m RCA - RCA single
6.0m RCA - RCA single
7.5m RCA - RCA single
10.0m RCA - RCA single

190,00 kn
690,00 kn
769,00 kn
790,00 kn
939,00 kn
1.090,00 kn
1.390,00 kn
1.590,00 kn
1.890,00 kn
2.290,00 kn

D - 501 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Balanced Hybrid conductor, shielded, extremely flexible tonearm connection cable in metal and LSC (carbon)
construction. With durable black HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.
Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA
1.0m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.2m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.5m TAC - RCA or XLR

790,00 kn
2.759,00 kn
3.090,00 kn
3.690,00 kn
3.249,00 kn
3.590,00 kn
3.690,00 kn

D - 501 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Balanced Hybrid conductor, shielded, extremely flexible tonearm connection cable in metal and LSC (carbon)
construction. With durable black HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.
Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA
2.0m RCA - RCA
1.0m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.2m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.5m TAC - RCA or XLR
2.0m TAC - RCA or XLR

329,00 kn
1.149,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.349,00 kn
1.490,00 kn
1.790,00 kn
1.890,00 kn
1.990,00 kn
2.149,00 kn

The Isis > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin lead 19 strands per lead coaxial cable with a high flexibility and a steel-wire ground-lead / strain relief in its centre.
With durable bright red HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket. Specifically designed to connect a turntable to a (phono) pre-amp.
Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) connectors.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA

169,00 kn
890,00 kn
959,00 kn
990,00 kn

The Thames > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin lead with Hybrid 7 strand per lead version of our The ISIS twin lead coaxial cable. with a very high flexibility and an
extra steel-wire ground-lead / strain relief in its centre. With durable dark red HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket. Specifically
designed to connect a turntable with the rest of the system.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA

229,00 kn
1.090,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.290,00 kn

Analogue interlinks
Both 3T coaxial interconnects, The River Hybrid & The Sea Hybrid are, beside our standard packed
lengths, also available in customer specified lengths. All cable manufacturing and customising takes
exclusively place in our own facilities.

0.8m RCA or XLR
1.0m RCA or XLR
1.2m RCA or XLR
1.5m RCA or XLR

1.990,00 kn
2.190,00 kn
2.679,00 kn
3.349,00 kn

0.8m RCA or XLR
1.0m RCA or XLR
1.2m RCA or XLR
1.5m RCA or XLR

3.390,00 kn
3.790,00 kn
3.590,00 kn
5.749,00 kn

0.8m RCA or XLR
1.0m RCA or XLR
1.2m RCA or XLR
1.5m RCA or XLR

5.190,00 kn
5.790,00 kn
6.990,00 kn
8.769,00 kn

0.8m RCA or XLR
1.0m RCA or XLR
1.2m RCA or XLR
1.5m RCA or XLR

6.390,00 kn
6.900,00 kn
8.190,00 kn
10.290,00 kn

Stereo pair 3T The River Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Our coaxial entry level interconnect model with both centre core and shielding made of 3T conductors. The centre
conductor is made of 19 strands of 150-micron diameter each. In combination with the extra L.S.C. layer around the
centre core, we have applied two very innovative technologies together to open doors to the highest quality in musical

0.8m RCA - RCA
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA

1.489,00 kn
1.669,00 kn
1.999,00 kn
2.499,00 kn

Stereo pair 3T The Sea Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Our second 3T coaxial interconnect with technical upgrades compared to the 3T River Hybrid. The single Hybrid centre
conductor is made of a thicker 3T single strand conductor with 400-micron diameter and coated with an L.S.C. layer to
improve the signal quality. The shielding has beside 40 3T strands 2 layers of multiple heavy silver coated high quality

0.8m RCA - RCA
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA

1.790,00 kn
1.990,00 kn
2.390,00 kn
2.990,00 kn

Single packed The MC - Digi-coupler 75 Ohm > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Our on special request designed very low radiation digital interconnect. An amazing 126 dB emission damping at 1 GHz
and 84 dB damping at 4 GHz. The impedance is 75 Ohm +/- 0,5 Ohm till 4 GHz. The ideal electrical link between any 75
Ohm source and 75 Ohm load. Think about player-converter connections.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
0.8m RCA - RCA
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA

199,00 kn
849,00 kn
899,00 kn
949,00 kn
999,00 kn

Single packed The AES - EBU 110 Ohm Professional Link
Superior transmission quality for balanced digital signals at a 110 Ohm characteristic line impedance. Frequency
bandwidth up to 300 MHz with a very high shielding factor to avoid signal emission. With red durable HULLIFLEX®(*)
jacket.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
0.8m XLR digital
1.0m XLR digital
1.2m XLR digital
1.5m XLR digital

179,00 kn
1.090,00 kn
1.149,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.249,00 kn

Single packed The Optocoupler MK II
Optical fibre cable never has any problems normally caused by e.g. external electrical and/or magnetic interference.
Optical fibre is free from any deterioration. Convex shaped fibre ends reduce insertion losses to a minimum. Data
transmission capacity: > 250 Megabit/second. Connector combination: Toslink - Toslink.

1.0m T-T
1.5m T-T
2.0m T-T
2.5m T-T
3.0m T-T
4.0m T-T
5.0m T-T

490,00 kn
649,00 kn
790,00 kn
949,00 kn
1.090,00 kn
1.390,00 kn
1.690,00 kn

The VDH HDMI Flat SE > Halogen Free <
The HDMI Flat SE is a special edition of our HDMI Flat HEAC. We were able to reduce the cost considerably in reference
to our “regular” HDMI Flat HEAC. No Redmere chip is needed and we can work with AWG 28 strands of high purity
Oxygen Free Copper.

1.0m
1.5m
2.0m
3.0m

390,00 kn
449,00 kn
490,00 kn
549,00 kn

The VDH HDMI Ultimate 4K HEAC > Halogen Free <
Our The VDH HDMI Ultimate 4K HEAC is our highest quality HDMI cable, ready for the future. Designed in full
compliance with the HDMI High Speed with Ethernet standard. Supports displays modes up to and including
3840x2160/60Hz, warranted for lengths from 1.0 up to 7.5 meters. With high quality HDMI Type A connectors.

1.0m 4K
1.5m 4K
2.0m 4K
3.0m 4K
5.0m 4K
7.5m 4K

690,00 kn
790,00 kn
849,00 kn
1.049,00 kn
1.390,00 kn
2.290,00 kn

The VDH USB Ultimate > Halogen Free <
The ultimate solution for the USB A-B connection of high-end digital audio products. Our knowledge on designing and
producing cables, together with using the most modern technologies available has resulted in this VDH USB Ultimate
cable that will satisfy even the most demanding needs.

1.0m
1.5m
2.0m
2.5m
3.0m
4.0m
5.0m

2.190,00 kn
2.549,00 kn
2.849,00 kn
3.190,00 kn
3.549,00 kn
4.190,00 kn
4.790,00 kn

The Wind Mk II Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality multistrand single lead (AWG 10.5) loudspeaker cable with Multi Conductor Construction (MCC) and a
L.S.C.® saturated coating. In peach coloured durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket with black printing. Usable connectors: B122 or BC-6.5.

Price per meter (wooden reel)

199,00 kn

The Revolution Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
A high-quality single lead loudspeaker cable, with red HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Like "The REVELATION" it has a
multistrand conductor, an extra internal layer of L.S.C.® and a ring of 16 separately insulated strands. This makes that
this cable is more flexible. The diameter is 8.0 mm, which is somewhat less than The REVELATION.

Price per meter (wooden reel)

339,00 kn

The Revelation Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
A heavy duty, very high-quality single lead loudspeaker cable, with a multistrand conductor, an extra internal layer of
L.S.C.® and a ring of 16 separately insulated strands. The diameter is 12.5 mm. In red durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket
with gold printing. Usable connectors: B-352 or BC-13.2 mm.

Price per meter (wooden reel)

590,00 kn

The Third® Mk II > Metal and Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The loudspeaker cable with 4 million L.S.C. fibres with the most neutral result reachable. The THIRD® MkII has a
HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket and will be delivered only as a set (4 cables) terminated with 8x BC-6,5 with spades and 8 extra
banana heads. The minimum length of a set is 1.0m meter, maximum length is 3.0 meter. On each set of the THIRD®

1.0m set, 4 leads
1.5m set, 4 leads
2.0m set, 4 leads
2.5m set, 4 leads

21.290,00 kn
26.690,00 kn
32.090,00 kn
37.590,00 kn

3.0m set, 4 leads

41.790,00 kn

The CT 2 x 18 FEP > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Loudspeaker cables are mostly difficult to move through tubes from the power- amp to e.g. the rear loudspeakers. With
this problem in mind, we came up with a twin-lead FEP insulated loudspeaker cable.
Available on wooden 100-meter reels.

Price per meter (wooden reel)

69,00 kn

The Twin > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
2 x 1,23 mm2 diameter OFC lead speaker cable, specifically designed for installation projects. Also excellent for in-house
applications. With either transparent or red Hulliflex jacket. Available on wooden 200-meter reels.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
2.0m pair with bananas or spades
2.5m pair with bananas or spades
3.0m pair with bananas or spades

39,00 kn
890,00 kn
929,00 kn
959,00 kn

The Skyline Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Flat twin-lead very pure copper and Linear Structured Carbon® coated Hybrid conductor flexible speaker cable (2x AWG
18). With sky-blue durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
2.0m pair with bananas or spades
2.5m pair with bananas or spades
3.0m pair with bananas or spades

49,00 kn
949,00 kn
990,00 kn
1.090,00 kn

The Snowline > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Flat twin-lead (2x AWG12) flexible loudspeaker cable with white durable HULLIFLEX® jacket. This is the heavier version
of our well known The Snowline.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
2.0m pair with bananas or spades
2.5m pair with bananas or spades
3.0m pair with bananas or spades

69,00 kn
990,00 kn
1.090,00 kn
1.149,00 kn

The Arctic > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Flat twin-lead very flexible (AWG 14) loudspeaker cable with just one aim: the best quality sound transmission for the
lowest price possible. With transparent durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
2.0m pair with bananas or spades
2.5m pair with bananas or spades
3.0m pair with bananas or spades

119,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.290,00 kn
1.449,00 kn

The Goldwater > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin-lead (2x AWG 14) loudspeaker cable like the original CLEARWATER, but with a special gold coloured durable
HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket which provides extra protection against ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the sun.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
2.0m pair with bananas or spades
2.5m pair with bananas or spades
3.0m pair with bananas or spades

119,00 kn
1.449,00 kn
1.549,00 kn
1.649,00 kn

The CS-122 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin-lead version of the CS - 12 HF (2x AWG 12). Flat loudspeaker cable, with a L.S.C.® saturated coating around the
two dense silver coated very pure copper conductors. With durable HULLIFLEX®(*) cream jacket with gold printing.
Available on wooden 50m and 100m reels.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
2.0m pair with bananas or spades
2.5m pair with bananas or spades
3.0m pair with bananas or spades

159,00 kn
1.779,00 kn
1.949,00 kn
2.090,00 kn

The D-352 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality twin-lead (2x AWG 10) flat loudspeaker cable with a L.S.C.® saturated coating around the two heavy silver
coated multistrand copper conductors. With durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket, red metallic coloured with gold printing.
Available on wooden 25- and 50-meter reels.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
2.0m pair with bananas or spades
2.5m pair with bananas or spades
3.0m pair with bananas or spades

279,00 kn
2.169,00 kn
2.449,00 kn
2.690,00 kn

The Magnum Hybrid MKII > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Heavy, very high quality flexible flat twin-lead (2x AWG 8) loudspeaker cable with a L.S.C.® saturated coating around the
two silver-coated multistrand copper conductors. In a nice dark-red durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.

Price per meter (wooden reel)
2.0m pair - BERRI bananas or spades
2.5m pair - BERRI bananas or spades
3.0m pair - BERRI bananas or spades

390,00 kn
3.749,00 kn
4.149,00 kn
4.490,00 kn

The Teatrack Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin version of the CS - 122 HYBRID (AWG 12). Flat four-lead loudspeaker cable, with a L.S.C.® saturated layer around
dense silver coated very pure copper multistrand conductors. With cream coloured durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.

Price per meter

290,00 kn

The Inspiration Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality 4 lead gold coloured outer jacket loudspeaker cable in Fusion Technology. The four internal conductors
have separate L.S.C.® layers and an extra centre lead for grounding. This cable gives an excellent sound quality.

Price per meter

790,00 kn

4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with gold plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 2)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

6.990,00 kn
7.890,00 kn
8.890,00 kn

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with gold plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 4)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

8.690,00 kn
9.590,00 kn
10.490,00 kn

4 lead speaker bi-amping set terminated with gold plated BERRI bus connectors (4 => 4)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

10.290,00 kn
11.190,00 kn
11.990,00 kn

Mounted set 3T The Air > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Van den Hul has introduced a four-lead cable, equipped with our new 3T conductors, called 3T The AIR. The AIR is our
3T entry level gold coloured speaker cable that can be used for stereo (2-2), bi-wire (2-4) and/or bi-amp (4-4)
4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 2)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

9.290,00 kn
9.890,00 kn
10.590,00 kn
12.590,00 kn
14.590,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

10.890,00 kn
11.390,00 kn
12.190,00 kn
14.190,00 kn
16.190,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

12.490,00 kn
12.990,00 kn
13.790,00 kn
15.790,00 kn
17.790,00 kn

Mounted set 3T The Cloud SE > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
This gold coloured Hulliflex insulated loudspeaker cable is made of 4 x AWG08 groups of 3T strands. Each group is
made of 6 x 7 strands with each strand a diameter of 0.34mm: combined a size of AWG-8.
4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 2)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

16.290,00 kn
17.690,00 kn
19.190,00 kn
22.790,00 kn
26.390,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

17.890,00 kn
19.290,00 kn
20.490,00 kn
24.390,00 kn
27.990,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

19.590,00 kn
20.990,00 kn
22.490,00 kn
25.990,00 kn
29.690,00 kn

Mounted set 3T The Cloud Limited Ed. Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
This is the pastel blue version of the 3T The Cloud SE Hybrid. The big difference is that this is a customized version,
protected by a (coloured) braided sleeve, packed in a beautiful aluminium case with a numbered certificate hand signed
4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 2)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

17.490,00 kn
18.890,00 kn
20.390,00 kn
23.990,00 kn
27.590,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

19.190,00 kn
20.590,00 kn
22.090,00 kn
25.690,00 kn
29.390,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

21.290,00 kn
22.190,00 kn
23.790,00 kn
27.390,00 kn
31.090,00 kn

Mounted set 3T The Cumulus Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The very nicely coloured gold Hulliflex insulation surrounds a real sturdy loudspeaker cable with both a very impressive
visual performance and a matching impressive sound-quality. The 3T The Cumulus Hybrid has a quad construction with
4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 2)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

33.390,00 kn
36.890,00 kn
41.390,00 kn
51.490,00 kn
61.690,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

35.590,00 kn
39.490,00 kn
43.790,00 kn
54.490,00 kn
64.590,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

37.690,00 kn
41.890,00 kn
46.290,00 kn
56.590,00 kn
66.790,00 kn

Mounted set 3T The Cumulus Hybrid Limited > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
This version of the 3T The CUMULUS Hybrid is a customized numbered version, terminated with (coloured) braided
sleeves, with a certificate hand signed by the Master himself. 4 Lead speaker stereo wiring set terminated with rhodium
4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with rhodium plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 2)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

35.490,00 kn
39.490,00 kn
43.590,00 kn
53.690,00 kn
66.790,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

37.690,00 kn
41.890,00 kn
45.990,00 kn
56.290,00 kn
66.390,00 kn

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)
4.0m pair (2 cables)
5.0m pair (2 cables)

39.790,00 kn
44.090,00 kn
48.390,00 kn
58.790,00 kn
68.890,00 kn

The Nova > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
A slightly thinner (17 mm diameter) version of our prestigious loudspeaker cable The SUPER NOVA. With the same
beautiful protective red jacket, containing 4 x AWG 8 leads and an extra shield to avoid H.F. interference.

Price per meter

2.490,00 kn

4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated with gold plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 2)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

15.290,00 kn
17.790,00 kn
20.190,00 kn

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with gold plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 4)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

17.490,00 kn
19.890,00 kn
22.690,00 kn

4 lead speaker bi-amping set terminated with gold plated BERRI bus connectors (4 => 4)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

19.490,00 kn
22.190,00 kn
24.890,00 kn

The Super Nova > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
An impressive 20 mm diameter, deep red protective jacket 4 x AWG 6 loudspeaker cable including an extra shield to
avoid H.F. interference. Especially made for very demanding audiophiles. Nicely packed in a handy case.

Price per meter

3.490,00 kn

4 lead speaker stereo-wiring set terminated wit gold plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 2)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

17.990,00 kn
21.690,00 kn
25.190,00 kn

4 lead speaker bi-wiring set terminated with gold plated BERRI bus connectors (2 => 4)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

20.190,00 kn
23.790,00 kn
27.390,00 kn

4 lead speaker bi-amping set terminated with gold plated BERRI bus connectors (4 => 4)

2.0m pair (2 cables)
2.5m pair (2 cables)
3.0m pair (2 cables)

22.390,00 kn
25.990,00 kn
29.490,00 kn

The D-352 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality twin-lead (2x AWG 10) flat loudspeaker cable with a L.S.C.® saturated coating around the two heavy silver
coated multistrand copper conductors. With durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket, red metallic coloured with gold printing.
Available on wooden 25- and 50-meter reels.

Price per meter
1.5m Schuko - IEC
2.0m Schuko - IEC
2.5m Schuko - IEC
1.5m US brass - IEC
2.0m US brass - IEC
2.5m US brass - IEC
1.5m US Gold - IEC
2.0m US Gold - IEC
2.5m US Gold - IEC

590,00 kn
2.549,00 kn
2.839,00 kn
3.090,00 kn
2.790,00 kn
3.090,00 kn
3.290,00 kn
4.390,00 kn
4.690,00 kn
4.990,00 kn

The D-352 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality twin-lead (2x AWG 10) flat loudspeaker cable with a L.S.C.® saturated coating around the two heavy silver
coated multistrand copper conductors. With durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket, red metallic coloured with gold printing.
Available on wooden 25- and 50-meter reels.

Price per meter
1.5m UK standard - IEC
2.0m UK standard - IEC
2.5m UK standard - IEC

649,00 kn
2.790,00 kn
3.090,00 kn
3.390,00 kn

M.C. The Mainsserver Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
High quality twin-lead (2x AWG 10) flat loudspeaker cable with a L.S.C.® saturated coating around the two heavy silver
coated multistrand copper conductors. With durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket, red metallic coloured with gold printing.
Available on wooden 25- and 50-meter reels.

Price per meter
1.5m Schuko - IEC
2.0m Schuko - IEC
2.5m Schuko - IEC
1.5m UK standard - IEC
2.0m UK standard - IEC
2.5m UK standard - IEC
1.5m US brass - IEC
2.0m US brass - IEC
2.5m US brass - IEC
1.5m US Gold - IEC
2.0m US Gold - IEC
2.5m US Gold - IEC

259,00 kn
1.390,00 kn
1.549,00 kn
1.690,00 kn
1.490,00 kn
1.590,00 kn
1.690,00 kn
1.639,00 kn
1.719,00 kn
1.849,00 kn
3.339,00 kn
3.459,00 kn
3.559,00 kn

FT - 18 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The FT - 18 is an 18 gauge cable with 24 strands with our own Fusion Technology conductors: an amorphous alloy of
Copper, Zinc and Silver. Especially designed for internal wiring of loudspeaker cabinets, amplifiers and as general

Price per meter

19,00 kn

FT - 16 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The FT - 16 is a 16 gauge cable with 63 strands cable with our own fusion based technology conductors. Especially
designed for internal wiring of loudspeaker cabinets, amplifiers and as general purpose wiring in high quality equipment.

Price per meter

29,00 kn

CS - 14 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
14 Gauge heavy silver coated multi-strand high purity copper wire designed for amplifier and loudspeaker wiring with
durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. The conductor is sheathed with a hybrid carbon layer. In the colours: black, red and blue.

Price per meter

39,00 kn

CS - 12 > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
16 Gauge heavy silver coated multi-strand high purity copper wire designed for amplifier and loudspeaker wiring with
durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. In the colours: black, brown, red, green, blue and white.

Price per meter

49,00 kn

SCS - 18 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality heavy silver coated extreme pure copper 18 Gauge amplifier and loudspeaker wire with PTFE
insulation. Available in black, brown, red, green, blue or white on 100 meter and 250 meter reels and in any specified

Price per meter

99,00 kn

SCS - 16 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality heavy silver coated extreme pure copper 16 Gauge amplifier and loudspeaker wire with PTFE
insulation. Also, very useful for tube-amplifier (re-)wiring. Available in black, brown, red, yellow, green or white on 100

Price per meter

139,00 kn

SCS - 12 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality heavy silver coated extreme pure copper 11 Gauge very high quality amplifier and loudspeaker
interconnect. Also, very useful for tube-amplifier (re-)wiring. PTFE insulated. Available in black, brown, red, orange,

Price per meter

189,00 kn

SCS - 6 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality 6 Gauge (13.2 mm2 conductor surface) loudspeaker cable PTFE insulated. The colour is cream.
Usable connector: BC - 8.3. One set contains 4 leads and 8 connectors. Available on 100 meter reels and in any

Price per meter

690,00 kn

SCS - 4 > PVC Free < Made in E.U.
Very high quality 4 Gauge (22.1 mm2 conductor surface) loudspeaker cable PTFE insulated. The color is cream. Usable
connector: BC - 8.0. One set contains 4 leads and 8 connectors. Available on 100-meter reels and in any specified

Price per meter

1.190,00 kn

MSS - 7: > Halogen free < Made in E.U.
A 36 gauge, 7 strand extremely flexible interconnect wire, available in 4 colours: white, blue, red and green. Each of the
strands is made of a very high grade of Matched Crystal (MC) OFC with a dense and very pure silver coating.

Price per meter

109,00 kn

MCS - 150M - 7: > Halogen free < Made in E.U.
The very flexible multistrand wire, made of very pure highest trade Matched Crystal Silver (7 single insulated very pure
silver leads). For tonearms and other high quality industrial applications. Available in 4 different colours: red, green, blue

Price per meter

339,00 kn

Cinch - 4.0
RCA type connector with 4.0mm diameter cable opening, made for the D-501 Hybrid, our D-501 Silver Hybrid, D-502
Hybrid, The COMPOLINE, The ISIS and The THAMES. This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor

Price per connector

149,00 kn

Cinch - 5.5
RCA type connector with 5.5mm diameter cable opening, made for the MC - Silver IT 65 G, The BAY C5 Hybrid and The
Mini Sub Hybrid. This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor bronze centre pin with dense gold

Price per connector

159,00 kn

Cinch - 7.3
RCA type connector with 7.3mm diameter cable opening, made for the D - 102 III Hybrid, MC - Silver IT MkII 75 Ohm,
The FIRST® Ultimate, MC - Silver IT MkII Coaxial, The WAVE, The TIDE, The MC-Silver IT MkIII and The SECOND®.

Price per connector

179,00 kn

Cinch - 8.0
RCA type connector with 8.0mm diameter cable opening, made for The First® Ultimate, The First® Metal Screen and
The Integration Hybrid This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor bronze centre pin with dense gold

Price per connector

199,00 kn

Cinch - 8.4
RCA type connector with 8.4mm diameter cable opening, made for The Digi- Coupler 75 ohm, The WELL Hybrid The
SUB Hybrid and The SURF. This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor bronze centre pin with

Price per connector

209,00 kn

Cinch - 12.0
RCA type connector with 12.0mm diameter cable opening, made for The INSPIRATION Hybrid (when used as an
interconnect). This connector is made from the best materials with a phosphor bronze centre with dense gold plating and

Price per connector

179,00 kn

Neutrik XLR connectors
For the XLR / Canon type of connections we equip our custom length made or standard box packed balanced cables
with these XLR connectors. We exclusively use the highest quality Neutrik brand black body 3-pole in-line connectors

XLR connector 3 pin (male)
XLR connector 3 pin (female)

169,00 kn
159,00 kn

Gold Plated Bus connector with exchangeable connection head
Available with 3, 4, 5, 6.5, 8 or 10 mm cable entrance. Comes with heat shrink boot (red/blue) The spade and banana
connectors are WBT binding post fitting.

Gold pl. Bus connector with Spade
Gold pl. Bus connector with Banana
Spade part only
Banana part only
VDH insulation sleeve (red and blue)

179,00 kn
179,00 kn
69,00 kn
100,00 kn
100,00 kn

Conversion plug with coloured band

BNC to Cinch
Cinch to BNC

90,00 kn
90,00 kn

The Tonearm connector (TAC)

Straight version
90° version

339,00 kn
339,00 kn

Do It Yourself (D.I.Y.) connector (4 units per package)
To make fast and secure spade/banana connections with our loudspeaker cables, the regular soldering takes its time.
Just strip your loudspeaker cable for 14mm, fold back and screw-on. Strain relief and secured connections are the result.

D.I.Y. banana blister packed
D.I.Y. spade blister packed

269,00 kn
269,00 kn

Cartridge clips

Cartridge Clip - 1.0mm Gold Plated
Cartridge Clip - 1.2mm Gold Plated

20,00 kn
20,00 kn

The White Dwarf > Made in E.U. <
The WHITE DWARF is a small though sophisticated single outlet mains filter specially intended for (low power) A/V
equipment with a current consumption of up to 2 Amperes. It removes mains noise. Using a WHITE DWARF in front of

Price per unit

2.649,00 kn

The Black Hole > Made in E.U. <
The creation of The Extender was based on the search to find this “lost” live experience in any sound reproduction.
However, The Extender produces no sound-field, is therefore literary no super-tweeter. You cannot measure or hear any

Price per unit

38.900,00 kn

The GRAIL Amp - Made in E.U.
With this product you will be the owner of one of the most innovative and advanced phono preamplifiers available at this

Price per unit

50.900,00 kn

The GRAIL SB Amp - Made in E.U.
The balanced version of the phono preamplifier.

Price per unit

97.900,00 kn

The GRAIL SE Amp - Made in E.U.
This outstanding Grail SE comes with 2 power supplies.

Price per unit

119.000,00 kn

The Emerald pre-amplifier > Made in E.U. <
The Emerald balanced preamplifier is the next logic step after the introduction of The Grail SB.
Specifically, the very natural and specific spacious sound is a benchmark of The Emerald.

Price per unit

97.900,00 kn

The Link
Many amplifiers and A/V Receivers are equipped with a separate pre- and power amplifier part because of the extra
opportunities such a separation offers, such as connecting a subwoofer or extra amplifiers.

Price per set

400,00 kn

The Polarity Checker
Helps to enhance your audio system's resolution by minimising its residual ground currents. Supplied with operating
manual.

Price per unit

219,00 kn

The Solution - Made in E.U.
The Solution fluid is a very stable completely non-chemical product which protects the metal of connectors or cables for a
long time against chemical deterioration. Supplied in a 25cc bottle.

Price per bottle

289,00 kn

The Turntable Spindle Oil - Made in E.U.
Special oil as explained on our website section F.A.Q. Supplied in a 25cc with brush.

Price per bottle

289,00 kn

Pss Pss reconditioning spray - Made in E.U.
Aerosol contained spray which cleans oxidized contacts and also loosens and removes the film that is often composed
by microscopic particles which have been transported by the polluted air surrounding the equipment or objects.

Price per 12 cans

1.549,00 kn

Lead-free Silver Solder - Made in E.U.
The strict order in the EU to work without any lead containing solder for environmental reasons combined with our ideas
about improved metal technology are the basis for this product: the Sn95 / Ag4 Lead free Silver Solder.

Price per kilogram

2.590,00 kn

Health rings
Our Health Ring (*) is an innovative esoteric product for health and acoustic applications. Its highly structured molecular
composition neutralizes negative disturbances.

Price per ring

849,00 kn

CD Audio Recordings
All CD's have been recorded live to two-track using DCS
96kHz/24-bit technology and form excellent reference and demonstration material.

Price per CD

139,00 kn

SACD Recording made by Channel Classics
All CD's have been recorded live to two-track using DCS
96kHz/24-bit technology and form excellent reference and demonstration material.

Price per SACD
Price per vinyl

139,00 kn
239,00 kn
CATRIDGES, TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES, PHONO CABLES, PHONO ELECTRONICS

Catridges
Moving coil cartridge with VDH-type 1 tip, solid boron cantilever, matched crystal silver-wire coils and 0.75mV at 5.6 cm/s
output. Selected version of the DDT-II Special. With GRASHOPPER front pole and an extra internal support magnet.

MC - 10 special
MC - One special
MC - 10 special

139,00 kn
139,00 kn
139,00 kn

The Frog Series
With the coil, front pole and suspension of The GRASSHOPPER; The best cartridge available for its price.
Output 0.65 mV at 5.6 cm/sec, matched crystal silver wire coils, solid Boron cantilever and an extra internal support

The Frog
The Frog HO
The Frog Gold

15.590,00 kn
19.190,00 kn
19.190,00 kn

Grasshopper Series
Grasshopper III SLA
Grasshopper III GLA

24.590,00 kn
30.690,00 kn

The Black Beauty Series
Black body, solid Boron cantilever, matched crystal gold X coils, with 0.50 mV at 5.6 cm/sec output. Comes with an extra
external support magnet. On special request medium and high output versions are available.

Black Beauty GPX

33.990,00 kn

The Canary Series
impedance. Output 0.55 mV at 5.6 cm/sec.

Canary

25.590,00 kn

The Crimson Series
A crossbreed of our The Canary and The Condor. This cartridge is available in natural light and dark
wood colour as well as in a red coloured (also wooden) version. On special request a Polycarbonate
body is available. Specific characteristics for this great cartridge are a relatively high (0.95mV) output,
gold coils, a Samarium-Cobalt magnet, extended channel separation and superb tracking ability.

The Crimson XGW
Black Crimson
The Crimson XGP SE

29.890,00 kn
29.890,00 kn
34.690,00 kn

The Colibri Series
The Colibri Master Signature is the culmination of A.J. van den Hul's 45 years of phono cartridge
research and development. Due to a new magnetic structure, this is the highest output Colibri he has
ever built. The coil weight is the same, with the same amount of turns in the coils. This provides more
output, more dynamics, better staging and 40db separation between channels.

The Colibri XGW
Grand Cru
Turntable accessories
Wooden cartridge box
Spirit level
Cartridge mounting set
The Turntable Spindle Oil
The Tracking Force Meter
The Solution
The Lower Friction Oil (T.L.F.)
Catridge repair costs
Repair price quotation on demand
Aluminium cantilever
Tip on aluminium cantilever
Tip on boron or beryllium cantilever
Tip on sapphire or diamond cantilever
Tip and boron cantilever
Coil repair (if possible), starting at
New body (if possible), starting at
Extra magnet modifications for all our moving coil
Surcharge per standard job for all VDH cartridges
Surcharge per standard job for all non-VDH cartridges

40.590,00 kn
70.990,00 kn
549,00 kn
349,00 kn
329,00 kn
169,00 kn
690,00 kn
269,00 kn
269,00 kn
939,00 kn
1.969,00 kn
1.969,00 kn
2.819,00 kn
3.289,00 kn
4.219,00 kn
2.539,00 kn
4.219,00 kn
1.409,00 kn
229,00 kn
469,00 kn

D - 501 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Balanced Hybrid conductor, shielded, extremely flexible tonearm connection cable in metal and LSC (carbon)
construction. With durable black HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.
Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

Price per meter
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA
1.0m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.2m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.5m TAC - RCA or XLR

169,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.249,00 kn
1.349,00 kn
1.690,00 kn
1.790,00 kn
1.890,00 kn

D - 501 Silver Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Same construction as the D - 501 HYBRID, however, the two inner multistrand conductors are made of the highest-grade
Matched Crystal Silver. With durable black HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.
Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

Price per meter
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA
1.0m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.2m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.5m TAC - RCA or XLR

819,00 kn
2.749,00 kn
3.090,00 kn
3.690,00 kn
3.249,00 kn
3.449,00 kn
3.690,00 kn

D - 502 Hybrid > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
The twin version of the D - 501 HYBRID with an extra steel-wire ground-lead / strain-relief in its centre. With durable
black HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.
Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) or silver plated Neutrik XLR balanced connectors.

Price per meter
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA
2.0m RCA - RCA
1.0m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.2m TAC - RCA or XLR
1.5m TAC - RCA or XLR

329,00 kn
1.149,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.349,00 kn
1.490,00 kn
1.790,00 kn
1.890,00 kn
1.990,00 kn

2.0m TAC - RCA or XLR

2.149,00 kn

The Isis > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin lead 19 strands per lead coaxial cable with a high flexibility and a steel-wire ground-lead / strain relief in its centre.
With durable bright red HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket. Specifically designed to connect a turntable to a (phono) pre-amp.
Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) connectors.

Price per meter
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA

169,00 kn
890,00 kn
949,00 kn
990,00 kn

The Thames > Halogen Free < Made in E.U.
Twin lead with Hybrid 7 strand per lead version of our The ISIS twin lead coaxial cable. with a very high flexibility and an
extra steel-wire ground-lead / strain relief in its centre. With durable dark red HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket.
Comes with gold plated C - 4.0 (RCA) connectors.

Price per meter
1.0m RCA - RCA
1.2m RCA - RCA
1.5m RCA - RCA

229,00 kn
1.090,00 kn
1.190,00 kn
1.290,00 kn

The GRAIL series
With this product you will be the owner of one of the most innovative and advanced
phonograph preamplifier’s available at the moment. “The Grail” is a really dulcet phonograph preamplifier, specifically
designed bearing ultimate performance and reliability in mind

GRAIL Amp
GRAIL SE Amp
GRAIL SB Amp
Emerald pre-amplifier
The Extender

64.290,00 kn
150.690,00 kn
123.690,00 kn
123.690,00 kn
48.990,00 kn

